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five-year-old commits a crime, should the parents be held

responsible or punished? What is the age of the child do you think

parents should not take the responsibility?913 people graduate from

the university and earn a lot of money. So they should pay the full

cost. To what extend u agree or disagree?913 the young generation is

important for the world, although the government has ignored some

problems they are facing. Could you please list several problems, and

provide some solutions?nbsp； 1011 some people who have been

successful in the society don’t attribute their success to the

theoretical knowledge they learned from their university. Do you

agree or disagree?1018 1025 0403 increasing travels between

countries can enable people to learn different cultures, but others

believe that it could increase tension between people from different

countries. What is your opinion?1101 The government should

control the amount of violence in films and on television in order to

decrease the violent crimes in society. To what extent do you agree

or disagree with this issue?1115 computers don not help children

learn more effectively. On the contrary, the use of computers has a

negative effect on children’s physical and mental development. To

what extent do you agree or disagree?1122 0131nbsp； Today,

people are getting greedy and selfish. Some people argue that we

should attempt to go back to the older day, and show respect for the



family and community. So we can make the world better to live. To

what extent do you agree or disagree? 0228 The environmental

problem is so serious to most countries and individuals that to solve

it is at the international level. Do you agree or disagree? 0313

motorised flight is the most important invention in the modern

world. Not any other invention has such a significant impact on our

lives. To what extent do you agree or disagree? 0320 Police in Britain

do not carry guns. Some people believe that it will make citizens

unprotected, but some suggest that it would reduce the violence in

society. Discuss those two views.nbsp； 100Test 下载频道开通，
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